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' 1 
This invention relates to improvements in 

folding clothes driers for domestic or household 
use, and the principal object thereof is to pro 
vide a drier which is attractive in appearance, 
and which is simple to manufacture, and which 
may be folded for storage in a small space when 
not in use, the same utilizing a rotary lock joint 
such as disclosed in my co-pending application, 
Serial No. 34,950, ?led June 24, 1948. 
Other objects of my invention are to provide 

a compact foldable domestic clothes drier hav 
ing'a large drying capacity, the same compris 
ing aframe having a series of sliding wires on 
the ‘frame which can be spaced different distances 
apart, so as to make each wire fully exposed in 
itsturn'whereby the clothes may be readily hung 
on' the wires without interference with the adja 
cent wires; also to provide the sliding wires with 
extended ends in order to dry garments by their 
loops or straps, also gloves, mittens or the like 
which can be slipped over the ends of the wires. 
A further object is to provide unique means 

for permitting the frame thereof, of cube-like 
formation, to be folded ?at, utilizing rotary joints, 
together with means to retain the drier in its 
folded position. 
Other minor objects of the invention will be 

hereinafter set forth. 
'I will explain the invention with reference to 

the accompanying drawings, which illustrate sev 
eral practical embodiments thereof, to enable 
others to adopt and use the same; and will sum 
marize in the claims the novel features of con 
struction, and novel combination of parts, for 
which protection is desired. 
In said drawings: . 
Fig. l is a plan view of the drier, in folded posi 

tion. 
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the drier, in un 

folded operative position. 
Fig. 3 is a cross section through one of the lock 

joints in locked position, also showing the re 
taining wire attached to the toe cap which is the 
key to assemble or disassemble the frame. 

Fig. 4 shows a modi?ed sliding wire with ex 
tended ends. 

Fig. 5 shows a further modi?ed sliding wire. 
My novel clothes drier, as shown, comprises a 

tubular frame (Fig. 2) normally of cube-like for 
mation, formed by three U-shaped tube members 
I, 2 and 3, each comprising parallel legs con 
nected by a bight, the member I forming one of 
the legs of “the frame, member 2 forming the 
upper frontof the frame, and member 3 form 
ing the other leg, the members I, 2 and 3 being 
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2 
joined together at number 4 and M1 by rotary lock 
joints, one of which is shown in Fig. 3. 
Each rotary lock joint (Fig. 3) comprises a 

hollow plug or sleeve 5 having one end ?xedly 
secured by any fastening means, or by brazing, 
welding or swaging, in the end of the memberZ; 
the outer end of sleeve 5 having an extension 6 
making a slip ?t within the leg member I (or 3) 
as shown in Fig. 3, and the outer end of exten 
sion 6 being beveled as at ‘I to engage the com 
plementary beveled end 8 of a second hollow 
plug or sleeve 9 which is securely fastened within 
the leg member I (or 3) as shown in Fig. 3 by 
any suitable fastening means, or by brazing, 
welding or swaging. 
Within the sleeve 5 is a spring I2 adapted to 

urge the two beveled ends ‘I and 8 of sleeves 5 
and 9 towards each other in order to take up the 
clearance in the slip ?t area at I0, and to firmly 
seat the two beveled ends ‘I and 8 together to 
produce a rigid joint yieldably resisting rotation 
of members 2 and I, or 2 and 3, and to eliminate 
play or shaking, the extensions 6 then serving 
as a rigid support for the frame member 2. 

, In the sleeve 5 is a member II having a cone 
shaped outer end (Fig. 3) which forms an abut 
ment for the spring I2. In order to prevent the 
cone member I I from moving to the right (Fig. 3) 
under action of the spring I2, a rivet I3 through 
sleeve extension 6 is disposed in its path; and 
the cone-shaped end of member II holds the 
rivet I3 in place in the hole in extension 5, the 
rivet I3 ‘serving as a key to the assembly. The 
opposite end of spring I2 is held under compres 
sion by a loop I4 or the like formed at the end 
of a retaining wire I5 which passes through a 
bore I6 in'the cone member II and which con 
tinues through the entire length of the leg mem 
ber I (or 3) the same terminating at and being 
attached to the hook portion ll of a standard 
pipe cap I8. Since the sleeve 9 is secured in the 
leg member I (or 3), and since the compressed 
spring I2 has one end acting against the cone 
member I I which is ?xed within the sleeve 5, the 
two beveled ends ‘I and 8 will be constantly yield 
ably urged towards each other by the action of 
spring I2. 
By the above construction, the two beveled ends 

‘I and 8 can be separated by pulling on the leg 
member I while holding the frame member 2 sta 
tionary. This will further compress spring I2 
to a point where the beveled ends ‘I and 8 will 
clear each other. At this point the leg member 
I may be rotated into its folded position shown 
in Fig. 1. and because of the similar hinge pro 
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vided at 4a (Figs. 1 and 2), the leg member 3 
can similarly be folded to the position shown 
in Fig. 1. To retain the frame in its folded posi 
tion a chain [9 or the like (Figs. 1 and 2) is pro— 
vided to encircle the overlapping folded portions. 
The upper or hanging portion of the frame 

(Fig. 2) is provided with slidably mounted wires 
20, the outermost wire being provided with elon 
gated loops 2I to compensate for the curvature 
of the frame corners,~ allowing "said Wire-to be 
placed adjacent the frame front bar. Also pro 
vided in the frame (Fig. 2) are two drive screws 
22 which serve to retain the wires 20 on the upper 
overhanging portion of the frame. 
A modi?ed construction of the wires is shown 

in Fig. 4, the same having extended endrporti'ons 
23 and 23a which project beyond .the sides of the 
frame which pass through the loops 24" and 24a 
of the wires. Portions 23 and 23a provide'a means 
to hang garments thereon by their loops or straps; 
also ameansto dry gloves, mittens or the. like 
without necessitating the use of. clothes pins. 
The extended portions 23 .and 23a are provided 
at their ends with small eyes or-loops 25 and 25a 
to hang or hook conventional. type clothes hangers 
therein for drying shirts or the. like, the veyes 
or loops 25-—25a at the ends of the wires also 
serving as guards to prevent injury. It is under 
stood that .the modi?ed wires shown‘ in Fig. 4 
are interchangeable with wires 20. ' 

Itis obvious that the wires do not necessarily 
have to'entirely surround the-frame members as 
the wires may be designed to merely snap over 
the frame members as shown in‘ Fig. 5,- and there 
fore be removable. 
From the foregoing it can- be seen. that -a- great 

number of slidable wires mean he used without 
handicapping the loading or. unloading of the 
wires since each wire in turn can be widely sepa 
rated from the adjacent wires, The following 
example is submitted in order to emphasize the 
drying capacity of ' my arrangement of wires. 
In a-wire supporting frame 20" x24", assuming 
that-the wires areas shown in Fig. 4, the wires 
overhanging the frame 6", and the distance be 
tween the supports being 20", by adding the 6!.’ 
extensions, each wire will have -a length of 20”, 
plus 6", plus 6”, equaling 32". Assuming. that 
the wires-are spacedl" apartthere- could .be 24 
wires .utilizedin- the frame. Thus, by multiplying 
the 32" by 24, the‘capacitywould be, equal to, 64 
feet of clothes line. 

I'do not limit myinvention to the exact forms 
shown in thedrawing, for obviously changes may 
be made therein within the scope ofthe claims. 

I claim: 
1. A foldingframecomprising three ,U-shaped 

members» each having, parallel legs connected by 
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4 
a bight, two of which members are normally dis 
posed in spaced parallel relation with their bights 
disposed vertically whereby one pair of their re 
spective legs will form the bottom of the frame, 
the legs of the third member extending endwise 
from and connecting the other pair of the legs of 
the ?rst two members to form therewith the top 
of the frame; and rotary lock joints connecting 
the legs of the third member with said other pair 
of legs of the ?rst two members, said joints having 
means adapted to normallymaintain the-?rst two 
members in planes normal to that of the third 
member while permitting the ?rst two members 
to berotated into folded position superimposed 
upon the third member. 

2., A folding clothes drier or the like comprising 
a. frame including three U-shaped members each 
having parallel legs connected by a bight, two of 
which members are normally disposed in spaced 
parallel relation with their bights disposed verti 
callywhereby one pair of their respective, legs 
will. form the bottomof the frame, the‘legsof the 
third member extending endwisel from; and con, 
nectingtheother pairof the legs. of thel?rstltwo 
members to form therewith thetop of theframe; 
rotary lock joints connecting the legs of thethird 
member with said other‘ pair of. legs of the-?rst 
two- members, said joints having means, adapted 
to normally maintainvthe ?rst twomembers-in 
planes normal to that of the thirdmemberwhile 
permitting the :?rsttwo members ‘to be. rotated 
into folded position superimposed upon the third 
member; means for maintaining: the membersiin 
foldedposition; aseries of worksu-ppertingmem; 
bers slidably mounted on the said. other. legsof 
the?rst two members; and meansiforlimiting 
the movement of said supportingmembersqing 
wardly of the- said other legs of. the. ?rst _.two 
members. 
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